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The procedures outlined in this configuration manual are the steps that were taken in building
an Automatic system for Identifying Hate Speech on Social media platforms using Machine
Learning [1]. This manual can be used as a guide if this process is to be reproduced.

1 Hardware and Environment
The physical properties of the Hardware device used for this implementation include the
following; Windows 10 operating system, 8G RAM, intel core i5 processor and 256 SSD. The
image below shows the physical properties of the Hardware used for the implementation of the
research work. It’s advisable to use a hardware with a larger RAM size to increase the process.

Fig 1: Hardware properties
Environment: We used R programming language to perform all steps and processes for this
work. RStudio version 1.2.5019 was used as the environment for the execution of our work.
RStudio and R programming provide packages and library that help in running each step. The
necessary packages and libraries needed for all steps were installed and activated.
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2 Data Collection
When carrying out classification problems, a dataset with information related to the problem
to be solved should be acquired. For building our Hate speech detection model , we collected
a dataset named Twitter Hate speech from Kaggle. It contained user tweets and labels for the
tweet. After putting the dataset in the chosen folder and setting the working directory on
RStudio, we used the read.csv function to import our dataset to RStudio since it is a .csv file.
The lines of codes used for this process are below.

Fig 2: Data importation to RStudio
From the figure above, assign the dataset to a variable name, then check for missing values in
the dataset using the sum(is.na()), which checks and removes the missing values. You
also use the head()and str() function to check if the dataset loaded correctly with the
right properties. The colnames() = c() should be used to set the column names to ID,
Hate and Tweet or any title of your choice.
The Hardware device used for this work kept running into errors when we were working with
a larger portion of the dataset. Therefore, we randomly selected 4000 positive and negative
tweets from the dataset to help our analysis run smoothly. It is advisable to use a system and
environment with greater properties.

Fig 3: Reduced Dataset

Fig 4: Barplot showing dataset balance
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3 Data Pre-processing and Cleaning
In accordance to our flow of plan data pre-processing is the next step to perform for our
implementation. Data pre-processing is the processing in which certain irrelevant features
found in the dataset are removed to help a classification model run easily [2]. It converts a
dataset to the accepted format in which machine learning models understand. The figure below
shows how the pre-processing and cleaning on the dataset was done.

Fig 5: Data Pre-processing and Cleaning
For the data pre-processing and cleaning phase, you installthe Text mining package (tm). The
install.packages() function should be used to install all packages on R, then the
library() function should be used to automatically activate the installed package on R. You
start the pre-processing by replacing any special character which occurs a lot on your dataset
with a white space. Then build a corpus and use the content_transformer() function
to build a wrapper to define the contents of the dataset. The tm_map() function should be
used to remove other unnecessary features such as, punctuations which can be replaced with
space, numbers, special characters, convert the text to lower case, remove stopwords and
remove excess white space from the dataset.

4 Feature Generation
We generated and extracted our features by first creating a Document Term Matrix (DTM) file
which allocates rows and columns to comments and words respectively. This means each word
in the dataset was given a column and then the number of times in which they occurred was
recorded.
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Fig 6: Feature Generation
The DTM file should be converted into a matrix and sorted, it should also be put in a
data.frame() which is used to display all the occurring words and the number of times
they occur in the dataset. You can install the wordcloud package and activate the library for
visual representation of the relevant features, also use the barplot() function to generate
the first ten or more most occurring texts. The largely written words at the centre of the
wordcloud are the most occurring features, the smaller the size of a word the fewer times it
occurs.

Fig 7: Wordcloud Representation of texts

5 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is a section of Natural Language Processing (NLP) that helps check,
identify and extract the underlying contexts in a selected text document or a document which
contains speech [3]. We used sentiment polarity to check the polarity and assign labels to the
dataset. Where tweets were termed negative and positive, the negative stands for tweets with
hate then positive tweets represent the absence of hate in tweets. To perform the sentiment
analysis, you install the sentimentr package, syuzhet package and activate their
libraries.
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Fig 8: Sentiment Analysis
The syuzhet package should be activated to help the get_sentences() function work.
The sentiment score can be derived by using the get_sentences() function which is used
to tokenize the tweets. Then use sentiment_polarity to categorize the tweets into
negative and positive tweets. The negative tweets are tweets that fall below the 0.5 sentiment
score while tweets that are equal to or greater than 0.5 are considered as positive tweets.
Furthermore, the polarity of the negative tweets and positive tweets are converted into integer
with the as.integer() function, whereby the negative tweets were denoted as “0” while
positive were denoted as “1”. The result of this phase should be used to train the models on the
classification of hate and non-hate tweets. Install the ggplot and ggrepel packages to help
plot a sentiment polarity graph showing the class where all tweets in the dataset belong.

Fig 9: Hate Tweet Probability plot
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6 Building of Models
6.1 Data Splitting
Split the dataset in two subsets which are training set and test set, where the training set is used
to help the model learn the relevant features needed for the classification. While, the test set is
used to confirm if the trained model can make accurate and precise predictions. The training
set for our research was given 80% of our dataset while, the test set 20%. This was done in
order for the classification model to have a lot of text features to train with, it was also done to
help prevent overfitting. To split the dataset, the caTools package should be installed and
the library activated. Use the set.seed() function to set any number of your choice as seed,
this function helps to create random numbers or objects which can be replicated.

Fig 10: Dataset Splitting

6.2 Model Building
We chose to compare six classification algorithms for this research, they algorithms include;
Naïve Bayes, Gaussian Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbors, Logistic Regression
and Decision Tree. For building the models, we installed the caret package and activated the
library. This package helps in detecting important features needed by algorithms easily. It
offers a grid-search method for checking for features and then it has several methods which
can be used to estimate the performance of a particular model. The various packages needed to
run each model should be installed and their libraries activated. The figure below shows the
steps in which our final classification model was performed. The e1071 package should be
installed and the library activated. Use the trainControl() function to run this model, as
well as set the cross validation (cv) to any number of your choice. The model should
be first trained on the training set data before it can be used to predict features on the test set
data. Use confusionMatrix() function to generate the false positives, false negatives,
accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores.

Fig: 11: Model Building
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7 Results and Evaluation
The metric used for training our models are as follows; accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score.
The models seemed to favour precision over accuracy, therefore, we used the precision, recall
and F1 scores to compare the models. The graph below shows the metric values gotten from
the models when they were used to predict the test set. Also, from the graph below it was
observed that our models made a lot mis-classifications and predictions. Where the number of
false positives and false negative were massive leading to low accuracy, precision, recall and
F1 score.

Fig 12: Metrics
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